
Perry Park Masterplan - Program

The overall Perry Park project is organized into the following 
components:
Proposed Projects - A-H
Ongoing Projects - I-O
Past projects -P

Projects list:

A Upper Perry Art Park - Hunington sculpture & path
A-1-3 Upper Perry Art Park - 
 Proposed future sculpture locations (general areas  
 noted)
B Oak Retreat - seating area with benches beneath oak  
 trees.
C Nature Trail - Trail connects upper Perry to the Park  
 below
 Ongoing restoration and extension of trail, with fire  
 mitigation
D Social Circle - located in the clearing beneath large  
 oaks, this project will recreate a former learning circle  
 with long-lasting materials; a legacy project of Girl  
 Scout Troop 1510.
E Fitness Stations- Located at the edge of the track &  
 the tree canopy, in two locations (PARD Approved),  
 this is an APF-grant &HPWBANA-funded project.
F Lower Quarry fence - to protect the small grove of  
 trees behind the soccer backstop at the Western edge  
 of the quarry; this will be an Eagle Scout project.
G Entrance Oak dripline borders - Perry Park entrance  
 Oak trees (2) to have stone edgine at their dripline to  
 hold mulch at their base.
H Perry entrance fence - To better define the edge   
 between the parking lot and Park entrance.  The   
 existing stones may be relocated & reused in the Social  
 Circle, and more uniform stones or wood rail fence  
 may be used at this location.
I Stone path from stairs to tennis court-completed Eagle  
 Scout project.
J Stairs from commercial parking to school parking. 
 Completed Eagle Scout project.
K Dino Pit-Eagle Scout project, requires some ongoing
 maintenance.
L Goalposts at soccer fields - have been painted by 
 FOPP and require some ongoing maintenance.
M Tennis court bench shelters (2) - completed project.
N Running track - requires ongoing maintenance; FOPP,  
 HWBANA, Highland Park PTA fund decomposed  
 granite where erosion occurs, PARD provides heavy 
 equipment and crews.
O Heritage Oak - regular mulching within the dripline of
 the large oak at the edge of the quarry with mulch  
 provided by HWBANA, volunteer labor.
P Benches (3) along track
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